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THE FULL CONFIGURATION INTERACTION QUANTUM MONTE CARLO

METHOD IN THE LENS OF INEXACT POWER ITERATION

JIANFENG LU AND ZHE WANG

Abstract. In this paper, we propose a general analysis framework for inexact power iteration, which can be
used to efficiently solve high dimensional eigenvalue problems arising from quantum many-body problems.
Under the proposed framework, we establish the convergence theorems for several recently proposed ran-
domized algorithms, including the full configuration interaction quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) and the
fast randomized iteration (FRI). The analysis is consistent with numerical experiments for physical systems
such as Hubbard model and small chemical molecules. We also compare the algorithms both in convergence
analysis and numerical results.

1. Introduction

In recent years, following the work of full configuration interaction quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC)
[4, 7], the idea of using randomized or truncated power method to solve the full configuration interaction
(FCI) eigenvalue problem has become quite popular in quantum chemistry literature. From a mathematical
point of view, the FCI calculation essentially asks for the smallest eigenvalue of a real symmetric matrix
(for ground state calculation) or a few low-lying eigenvalues (for low-lying excited state calculation). The
computational challenge lies in the fact that the size of the matrix grows exponentially fast with respect to
the number of orbitals / electrons in the chemical system, and thus a brute-force numerical diagonalization
method (such as power method or Lanczos method) does not work except for very small molecules.

The goal of this work is two folds: On the one hand, we want to establish a general framework to
understand these recently proposed randomized algorithms. As we shall see, from the angle of numerical
linear algebra, these recent methods can be understood as generalizations of conventional power method
when inexact matrix-vector product is used. As a result, the convergence of these methods can be dealt
with by a simple extension of the usual proof of convergence of power method. A natural consequence of
this understanding is that, to compare the various approaches, the crucial part is to understand the error
caused by different strategies of inexact matrix-vector multiplication. Using this insights, we will compare a
few of the recently proposed randomized or truncated FCI methods analytically and also numerically using
Hubbard model and some small chemical molecules as toy examples.

While the motivation of the study is from FCI calculation in quantum chemistry, these methods can be
understood on the general setting of numerical linear algebra, and hence except in the numerical section,
we will not restrict ourselves to the FCI Hamiltonian. For a given real symmetric positive definite matrix
A ∈ R

N×N , we are interested in numerically obtaining the largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector.
It is possible to extend the method to leading k eigenvalues where k is on the order of 1 based on the
subspace iteration method, generalization of the power method. In the sequel, we denote the eigenvalues of
A as λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN ≥ 0, and corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors are u1, u2, · · · , uN (viewed as
column vectors).

To obtain the largest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector, one of the simplest algorithm is
standard power iteration, given by

yt+1 = Axt;

xt+1 = yt+1/‖yt+1‖2
with some initial guess x0 and iterate till convergence. The algorithm is simple to understand: The matrix
multiplication Axt amplifies xt in the leading eigenspace. The convergence of the algorithm is also well
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known: As long as the initial vector satisfies that u⊤
1 x0 is nonzero and there exists an eigengap (λ1 > λ2),

the subspace spanxt converges to the eigenspace spanu1 linearly as t → ∞ with rate proportional to λ2/λ1.
Since only the convergence of subspace is of interest, the norm of the vector xt plays no role. Hence the

normalization step of power iteration may be omitted

vt+1 = Avt.

This is equivalent with the original power method. Of course, in practical computations, the normalization
is important to avoid issues like arithmetic overflow.

Motivated by the recent proposed algorithms in quantum chemistry literature, in this work, we take the
view point that we cannot afford (or choose not to perform) the matrix-vector multiplication yt+1 = Axt

exactly. Among other applications, such a scenario naturally arises when the dimension of the matrix A
is extremely large, so that even storage of the vector yt+1 (even in sparse format) is too expensive. For
example, this is a common situation for FCI calculations in quantum chemistry since the dimension of the
matrix A grows exponentially with respect to the number of electrons in chemical system.

Thus, in power iteration, we would replace the matrix multiplication step by a map

(1) yt+1 = Fm(A, xt).

Here, given the matrix A and the current iterate xt, the map Fm, either deterministic or stochastic, outputs
an approximation of the product yt+1 ≈ Axt. Different choices of Fm corresponds to various recently
proposed algorithms, as will be discussed below. We have used the index m to indicate the “complexity”
(computational cost) of Fm, the specific meaning depends on the choice of the family of maps. Replacing
the matrix-vector multiplication by (1), we get Inexact Power Iteration Algorithm 1a and its unnormalized
version 1b.

Algorithm 1a: Inexact Power Iteration

Initialization: Choose a normalized vector x0 ∈ R
N , ‖x0‖2 = 1, u⊤

1 x0 6= 0.
for t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , while not converged do

yt+1 = Fm(A, xt);

xt+1 = yt+1/‖yt+1‖2;
end

Algorithm 1b: Inexact Power Iteration without Normalization

Initialization: Choose a vector v0 ∈ R
N , u⊤

1 v0 6= 0.
for t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , while not converged do

vt+1 = Fm(A, vt);

end

Notice that the two versions of inexact power iteration Algorithm 1a and 1b are equivalent if the function
Fm(A, ·) is homogeneous; we will make this as a standing assumption in our analysis.

Various inexact matrix-vector multiplication has been proposed in the literature for configuration in-
teraction calculations, either deterministic or stochastic, see e.g., earlier attempts in [1, 6, 8, 11–13, 15–17],
the FCIQMC approach [3–5, 7, 27], the semi-stochastic approach [2, 14, 23, 28], other stochastic approaches
[10,19,29], and various deterministic strategies for compressed or truncated representation of the wave func-
tions [9,18,20,21,24–26,30–33]. In this work, we will focus on two of such strategies: the full configuration-
interaction quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) [4, 7] and the fast randomized iteration (FRI) [19]. In some
sense, these methods represent two ends of the spectrum of the possibilities; so that the analysis of those can
be easily extended to other methodologies. The FCIQMC uses interacting particles to represent the vector
vt and stochastic evolution of particles to represent the action of the matrix A on the vector vt. The FRI
on the other hand is based on exact matrix-vector multiplication and stochastic schemes to compress the
resulting vectors into sparse ones with given number of nonzero entries. These algorithms will be discussed
and analyzed in Section 3, following the general analysis framework we establish in Section 2.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following. In Section 2, we provide a convergence analysis for a
generic class of inexact power iteration. In Section 3, we give more details of FCIQMC and FRI and analyze
them following the convergence analysis established in Section 2. In Section 4, we perform numerical tests
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on 2D Hubbard model and some chemical molecules to compare the various algorithms and to verify the
analysis results.

2. General convergence analysis of inexact power iteration

As an advantage of taking a unified framework of various algorithms, the convergence of those can be
understood in a fairly generic way, which also facilitates comparison of different proposed strategies. In this
section, we establish a general convergence theorem of the inexact power iteration.

The convergence of the iteration to the desired eigenvector will be measured in the angle of the vectors.
Recall that the angle between two vectors v and w is given by

(2) θ(v, w) = arccos

( |〈v, w〉|
‖v‖2‖w‖2

)
.

From the definition, it is obvious that θ(v, w) = θ(av, bw) for any vectors v, w and real numbers a, b. In view
of this insensitivity of the constant multiple of vectors in the error measure, if the inexact matrix-vector
multiplication Fm(A, vt) satisfies the homogeneity assumption below, the two versions of inexact power
iterations with or without normalization Algorithm 1a and 1b are equivalent.

Assumption 1 (Homogeneity).

(3) Fm(A, cv) = cFm(A, v),

for all vectors v ∈ R
N and real number c ∈ R.

More precisely, if the initial vectors of the two algorithms are the same up to a number x0 = c0v0, then
there exist numbers ct such that vt = ctxt for all t. Therefore, θ(u1, vt) = θ(u1, xt). In the following, when we
analyze the algorithm, we will always use vt for the unnormalized iterate and xt for the normalized version
xt = vt/‖vt‖2.

To analyze the effect of the inexact matrix-vector multiplication, we write Fm(A, vt−1) as a sum of the
exact matrix-vector product with an error term

(4) vt = Fm(A, vt−1) = Avt−1 + ξt,

where ξt is the error of the inexact multiplication at step t, and the dependence on m is suppressed to keep
the notation simple. Note that ξt can be either deterministic or stochastic depending on the choice of Fm.
For example, ξt is deterministic for the hard thresholding compression and stochastic for both FCIQMC and
FRI methods. While we will proceed viewing vt as a stochastic process, the results apply to the deterministic
case as well.

Denote Ft = σ(v1, v2, · · · , vt) the σ-algebra generated by v1, v2, · · · , vt. We assume that error ξt satisfies
the following properties. Note that this assumption holds for both FCIQMC and FRI algorithms, as we will
prove in Section 3.

Assumption 2. The error ξt in the inexact matrix-vector product (4) satisfies

a) Martingale difference sequence condition

(5) E (ξt | Ft−1) = 0.

b) Expectation 2-norm bound

(6) E (‖ξt‖22 | Ft−1) ≤ Ce
‖A‖21‖vt−1‖21

m
,

where Ce is a constant that is scale invariant of A (i.e., it does not depend on the norm of A).
c) Growth of expectation 1-norm bound

(7) E (‖vt‖1 | Ft−1) ≤ ‖A‖1‖vt−1‖1.
A few remarks are in order to help appreciate the Assumption 2. The martingale difference sequence

property is just assumed here for convenience, in fact the convergence result extends to the biased case as
we will see in Corollary 2. The other two assumptions are more essential. Assumption 2b indicates that
the error of the inexact matrix-vector product Fm(A, vt−1) can be controlled by the sparsity of the vt−1, as
the 1-norm of vt−1 is a sparsity measure. This is a natural assumption considering that the compression
of a vector would be easier if the vector is more sparse. The bound depends inverse proportional to m, so
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that one could control the error of the inexact matrix-vector multiplication at the price of increasing the
complexity. Note that 1/m dependence can be understood as a standard Monte Carlo error scaling. More
detailed discussions can be found in Section 3 when specific algorithms are analyzed. Assumption 2c then
assumes that the sparsity is not destroyed by the error in the iteration; since otherwise we will lose control
of the accuracy of the inexact matrix-vector multiplication.

We now state the convergence theorem for the inexact power iteration Algorithms 1a and 1b. The theorem
provides a convergence guarantee with high probability given that the complexity parameter is sufficiently
large with the number of iteration steps T chosen properly. Note that the logarithmic dependence of T on
the spectral gap λ1/λ2 and the error criteria δ and ε is expected from the standard power method. The
dependence of m0, the complexity parameter, on the ratio of the 1-norm and 2-norm of A is due to the
competition between the 1- and 2-norm growth of the iterate, where the 1-norm matters for the control of
the error of the inexact matrix-vector product.

Theorem 1. For the inexact power iteration Algorithm 1b, under Assumption 2, for any precision ε > 0
and small probability δ ∈ (0, 1), there exist time

(8) T = log(λ1/λ2)
−1 log

(
2
√
2√

δε cos θ(u1, v0)

)

and measure of complexity

(9) m0 =
4Ce

δε2
(
cos θ(u1, v0)

)2
‖v0‖21
‖v0‖22

T

(‖A‖1
‖A‖2

)2T

,

such that with probability at least 1− 2δ, for any m ≥ m0, it holds

(10) tan θ(u1, vT ) ≤ ε

Moreover, if Assumption 1 is satisfied, the same result holds for Algorithm 1a.

Before proving the theorem, let us collect a few immediate consequences of Assumption 2. The proof is
obvious and will be omitted.

Lemma 1. If the error ξt satisfies Assumption 2, we have

a) The error is unbiased

(11) E ξt = 0.

b) The error at different step is uncorrelated, in particular

(12) E ξ⊤t Arξs = 0

for any t 6= s and for all non-negative integer r.
c) The expected 2-norm of the error can be controlled as

(13) E ‖ξt‖22 ≤ Ce‖A‖2t1
‖v0‖21
m

.

Proof of Theorem 1. From the iteration of Algorithm 1b, we obtain

vt = Avt−1 + ξt

= Atv0 +At−1ξ1 + · · ·+Aξt−1 + ξt.

Since the error ξt is unbiased, we have

E vt = Atv0.

We now control the variance of vt. Since ξt is uncorrelated, we have

E v⊤t vt = v⊤0 A
2tv0 + E ξ⊤1 A2t−2ξ1 + · · ·E ξ⊤t−1A

2ξt−1 + E ξ⊤t ξt.

Thus,

E v⊤t vt − E v⊤t E vt = E ξ⊤1 A2t−2ξ1 + · · ·E ξ⊤t−1A
2ξt−1 + E ξ⊤t ξt.
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Using Lemma 1, we estimate

|E v⊤t vt − E v⊤t E vt| = |E ξ⊤1 A2t−2ξ1 + · · ·+ E ξ⊤t−1A
2ξt−1 + E ξ⊤t ξt|

≤ E |ξ⊤1 A2t−2ξ1|+ · · ·+ E |ξ⊤t−1A
2ξt−1|+ E |ξ⊤t ξt|

≤ λ2t−2
1 E |ξ⊤1 ξ1|+ · · ·+ λ2

1E |ξ⊤t−1ξt−1|+ E |ξ⊤t ξt|

≤ Ce
‖A‖21‖v0‖21

m

(
λ2t−2
1 + · · ·+ λ2

1‖A‖2t−4
1 + ‖A‖2t−2

1

)

= Ce
‖A‖21‖v0‖21

m

‖A‖2t1 − ‖A‖2t2
‖A‖21 − ‖A‖22

,

where in the last step, we used the fact that λ1 = ‖A‖2 since λ1 is the largest eigenvalue. Recall that for
symmetric matrix, ‖A‖1 ≥ ‖A‖2, hence we have

(14) |E v⊤t vt − E v⊤t E vt| ≤ Ce
‖v0‖21
m

t‖A‖2t1 .

By analogous arguments for

E vtv
⊤
t − E vtE v⊤t = EAt−1ξ1ξ

⊤
1 At−1 + · · ·+ EAξt−1ξ

⊤
t−1A+ E ξtξ

⊤
t ,

we get

(15)
∥∥E vtv

⊤
t − E vtE v⊤t

∥∥
2
≤ Ce

‖v0‖21
m

t‖A‖2t1 .

Let us now estimate the angle between vt and u1 – the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue.
By definition,

(16)
(
tan θ(u1, vt)

)2
=

‖vt‖22 − (u⊤
1 vt)

2

(u⊤
1 vt)

2
.

For the denominator, we know the expectation

Eu⊤
1 vt = u⊤

1 A
tv0 = λt

1(u
⊤
1 v0),

and the variance

Var(u⊤
1 vt) = u⊤

1 (E vtv
⊤
t − E vtE v⊤t )u1

≤ ‖E vtv
⊤
t − E vtE v⊤t ‖2

(15)

≤ Ce
‖v0‖21
m

t‖A‖2t1 .

The Chebyshev inequality implies that

P

(∣∣u⊤
1 vt − λt

1u
⊤
1 v0

∣∣ ≥
√

Cet

mδ
‖v0‖1‖A‖t1

)
≤ δ,

and hence, as |λt
1u

⊤
1 v0| − |u⊤

1 vt| ≤ |u⊤
1 vt − λt

1u
⊤
1 v0|,

P

(∣∣u⊤
1 vt
∣∣ ≤

∣∣λt
1u

⊤
1 v0

∣∣−
√

Cet

mδ
‖v0‖1‖A‖t1

)
≤ δ,

or equivalently

P

(∣∣u⊤
1 vt
∣∣2 ≤

(∣∣λt
1u

⊤
1 v0

∣∣−
√

Cet

mδ
‖v0‖1‖A‖t1

)2)
≤ δ,
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For the numerator of (16), the expectation is

E
(
‖vt‖22 − (u⊤

1 vt)
2
)
=

N∑

i=2

u⊤
i E vtv

⊤
t ui

=
N∑

i=2

u⊤
i (E vtv

⊤
t − E vtE v⊤t )ui +

N∑

i=2

(u⊤
i E vt)

2

≤ tr(E vtv
⊤
t − E vtE v⊤t ) + λ2t

2 ‖v0‖22
= (E v⊤t vt − E v⊤t E vt) + λ2t

2 ‖v0‖22
(14)

≤ Ce
‖v0‖21
m

t‖A‖2t1 + λ2t
2 ‖v0‖22.

By Markov inequality, for any δ ∈ (0, 1)

P

(
‖vt‖22 − (u⊤

1 vt)
2 ≥ 1

δ

(
Ce

‖v0‖21
m

t‖A‖2t1 + λ2t
2 ‖v0‖22

))
≤ δ.

Therefore,

(17) P



(
tan θ(u1, vt)

)2 ≤ 1

δ

Ce
‖v0‖2

1

m t‖A‖2t1 + λ2t
2 ‖v0‖22(∣∣λt

1u
⊤
1 v0

∣∣−
√

Cet
mδ ‖v0‖1‖A‖t1

)2


 ≥ 1− 2δ.

We can explicitly check then with the choices (8) and (9), for m ≥ m0, we have

P
(
tan θ(u1, vT ) ≤ ε

)
≥ 1− 2δ,

thus the claim of the theorem. �

As mentioned above, it is possible to drop the martingale difference sequence condition in Assumption 2
and get a similar result. The reason is that the second moment bound (6) can be used to control the bias of
ξt. We state this as the following corollary.

Corollary 2. For the inexact power iteration Algorithm 1b, under the Assumptions 2(b) and 2(c), for any
precision ε > 0 and small probability δ ∈ (0, 1), there exist time

(18) T = log(λ1/λ2)
−1 log

(
4√

δε cos θ(u1, v0)

)

and measure of complexity

(19) m0 =
8Ce

δε2
(
cos θ(u1, v0)

)2
‖v0‖21
‖v0‖22

T 2

(‖A‖1
‖A‖2

)2T

,

such that with probability at least 1− 2δ, for any m ≥ m0, it holds

(20) tan θ(u1, vT ) ≤ ε

Moreover, if Assumption 1 is satisfied, the same result holds for Algorithm 1a.

Proof. Note that

u⊤
1 vt = u⊤

1 A
tv0 + u⊤

1 A
t−1ξ1 + · · ·+ u⊤

1 Aξt−1 + u⊤
1 ξt

= λt
1u

⊤
1 v0 + λt−1

1 u⊤
1 ξ1 + · · ·+ λ1u

⊤
1 ξt−1 + u⊤

1 ξt,
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so we get

E (u⊤
1 vt − λ1u

⊤
1 v0)

2 = E (λt−1
1 u⊤

1 ξ1 + · · ·+ λ1u
⊤
1 ξt−1 + u⊤

1 ξt)
2

=

t∑

i,j=1

λ2t−i−j
1 Eu⊤

1 ξiξ
⊤
j u1

≤
t∑

i,j=1

λ2t−i−j
1

(
E ‖ξi‖22E ‖ξj‖22

)1/2

≤ Cet
2‖A‖2t1

‖v0‖21
m

.

Moreover,

E
(
‖vt‖22 − (u⊤

1 vt)
2
)2

=
N∑

i=2

(u⊤
i A

tv0)
2 + 2

N∑

i=2

t∑

b=1

Eu⊤
i A

tv0ξ
⊤
b At−bui +

N∑

i=2

t∑

a=1

t∑

b=1

Eu⊤
i A

t−aξaξ
⊤
b At−bui

≤ λ2t
2 ‖v0‖22 + 2t

√
Ceλ

t
2‖v0‖2‖A‖t1

‖v0‖1√
m

+ t2Ce‖A‖2t1
‖v0‖21
m

≤ 2λ2t
2 ‖v0‖22 + 2t2Ce‖A‖2t1

‖v0‖21
m

,

where the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality is used in the last line. Thus we can again use the Markov inequality
to bound both numerator and denominator on the right hand side of (16) to obtain the claimed result. �

3. Algorithms

In this section, we will review two stochastic power iteration methods recently proposed in the literature:
full configuration-interaction quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) [4] and fast randomized iteration (FRI) [19].
They can be analyzed in the same framework we established in the previous section. In particular, we prove
the convergence of the two algorithms using Theorem 1. We focus on these two methods since in some sense
they represent two opposite ends of strategies inexact matrix-vector multiplications. It is possible to combine
the ideas and get a zoo of different approaches, which possibly yield better results; and our analysis can be
extended to these as well. We will also comment on two variants: iFCIQMC and hard thresholding (HT),
closely related to the FCIQMC and FRI approaches.

Without loss of generality, we will assume the matrix A is close to the identity matrix and thus the
eigenvalues λi are close to 1 (we can always scale and center the original matrix so that this is true).

3.1. Full configuration-interaction quantum Monte Carlo.

3.1.1. Algorithm Description. FCIQMC is an algorithm originated in quantum chemistry literature to calcu-
late the ground energy of a many-body electron system by a Monte Carlo algorithm for the full configuration-
interaction of the many-body Hamiltonian [4].

Let the Hamiltonian be a real symmetric matrix H ∈ R
N×N under the Slater determinant basis. To find

the ground state (the smallest eigenvector) of H , we write A = I − δH for δ > 0 sufficiently small and hence
focus on the largest eigenvalue of A; this can be viewed as a first order truncation of the Taylor series of
e−δH . It is also possible to construct other variants of A from H , which we will not go into here.

The FCIQMC can be viewed as a stochastic inexact power iteration for finding the largest eigenvector of A,
which corresponds more naturally to the unnormalized version of the inexact power iteration (Algorithm 1b).
In the algorithm, the vector vt is not stored as a vector, but represented as a collection of “signed particles”

{α(i)
t }Mt

i=1, where Mt is the number of signed particles at iteration step t. Each signed particle α has two
attributes: location lα ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} and sign sα ∈ {1,−1}. Denote el ∈ R

N the standard basis vector
with value 1 at its l-th component and 0 at every other component. Then each signed particle α represents
a signed unit vector α = sαelα . The vector vt ∈ Z

N is given by the sum of all signed particles at time t:

(21) vt =

Mt∑

i=1

α
(i)
t .
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With some ambiguity of notation, we refer to both the set of particles and the corresponding vector as vt,
connected by (21). As we always assume that the particles with opposite signs on the same location are
annihilated (see the annihilation step in the algorithm description below), the vector vt uniquely determines
the set of particles.

In FCIQMC, the inexact matrix-vector multiplication Fm(A, vt) consists of three steps of particle evolu-
tion: spawning, diagonal death/cloning and annihilation. Write A = Ad+Ao with Ad the diagonal part and
Ao the off-diagonal part. The spawning step approximates Aovt; the diagonal death / cloning step approx-
imates Advt, and the annihilation step sums up the results from the previous two steps and approximates
the summation Avt = Aovt +Advt. The three steps will be described in more details below.

Spawning. Each signed particle α (we suppress the index of α
(i)
t to simplify notation) is allowed to spawn

a child particle to another location, corresponding to a nonzero component of Aoα = sαAo(:, lα).
1 The

location of spawning is chosen at random, with probability ploc(l | lα), which is chosen in the original
FCIQMC algorithm to be uniformly random over all nonzero components of Aoα. Other choice of ploc(· | lα)
is allowed, e.g., chosen proportional to the magnitude of each nonzero component of Aoα.

Once the location l is chosen, n (possibly 0) children particles are spawned with the same sign determined
by the sign of vector entry (Aoα)(l). The location l and number n are stochastically chosen such that the
overall step gives an unbiased estimate of Aoα:

(22) E (nsel | α) = Aoα.

Please refer Algorithm 2a for details.

Algorithm 2a: FCIQMC - Spawning

Input : Set of particles: {α(i)}i=1,...,M , matrix A

Output: New set of particles after spawning: {α(j), sp}j=1,...,Msp

M sp = 0;
for each particle α ∈ {α(i)}i=1,...,M do

Select a spawning location l with probability ploc(l | lα);
Determine the expected number of children

Q =
|Ao(l, lα)|
ploc(l | lα)

;

Randomly choose the number of children

n =

{
⌊Q⌋ w.p. 1− (Q − ⌊Q⌋)
⌊Q⌋+ 1 w.p. Q − ⌊Q⌋

Assign sign of each children as s = sgn(Ao(l, lα)sα) = sgn
(
(Aoα)(l)

)
;

Increase the number of particles M sp = M sp + n;
Add n particles with location l and sign s into the spawning set {α(j),sp}.

end

Diagonal cloning / death. This step represents Advt as a collection of particles in an analogous way to
the spawning step. For every signed particle α, we would consider children particles on the location lα (i.e.,
the location of the new particles is chosen to be lα) and obtain an unbiased representation

(23) E (nselα | α) = Adα.

1MATLAB notation A(:, l) is used to denote the l-th column of A.
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The details can be found in Algorithm 2b, the key steps are similar to Algorithm 2a.

Algorithm 2b: FCIQMC - Diagonal cloning / death

Input : Set of particles: {α(i)}i=1,...,M , matrix A

Output: New set of particles after diagonal cloning / death: {α(j), diag}j=1,...,Mdiag

Mdiag = 0;
for each particle α ∈ {α(i)}i=1,...,M do

Determine the expected number of children at lα

Q = |A(lα, lα)|,
Randomly choose the number of children

n =

{
⌊Q⌋ w.p. 1− (Q − ⌊Q⌋)
⌊Q⌋+ 1 w.p. Q − ⌊Q⌋

Assign sign of each children as s = sgn
(
(Adα)(lα)

)
;

Increase the number of particles Mdiag = Mdiag + n;
Add n particles with location lα and sign s into the set {α(j),diag}.

Annihilation. The annihilation step merges the children particles from the previous two steps and remove
all pairs of particles with the same location and opposite signs. If we denote vsp and vdiag the corresponding
vector representation of the particles are the spawning and diagonal cloning / death steps, the annihilation
steps create a collection of particles representing the new vector v = vsp + vdiag. Applying the three steps
above to the particles representing vt, we obtain the new set of particles vt+1 at time t + 1. Since by
construction

E (vsp | vt) = Aovt, and E (vdiag | vt) = Advt,

we have on expectation

(24) E (vt+1 | vt) = Avt.

In terms of the notations used in the framework of inexact power iteration, vt+1 represented using particles
can be viewed as the approximate matrix-vector product Fm(A, vt):

(25) Fm(A, vt) := vt+1 =

Mt+1∑

i=1

α
(i)
t+1 = Avt + ξt+1,

where ξt+1 is introduced in the last equality to denote the error from the approximate matrix-vector multi-
plication through the stochastic particle representation. As we will show in the analysis below, the accuracy
of FCIQMC iteration is controlled by the number of particles Mt; and thus it plays the role of the complexity
parameter m in our general framework. We would drop the subscript m for Fm in the sequel for FCIQMC,
as the complexity parameter is implicit.

Now that we have defined the inexact matrix-vector multiplication F (A, vt) in FCIQMC, we may apply
this in the inexact power iteration as Algorithm 1b. However, this can be problematic in practice. Recall
that A = I − δH is assumed to be a perturbation of identity so its eigenvalue is around 1. If the largest
eigenvalue of A is strictly larger than 1, when the signed particles become a good approximation to the
leading eigenvector, the number of particles Mt will grow exponentially with rate λ1, which quickly increases
the computational cost and memory requirement. It is also possible (while the probability is tiny) that the
number of particles may decrease to 0 due to the randomness.

In practice, it is desirable to have controls on the number of particles to make the algorithm more stable.
One such strategy is to introduce a shift st ∈ R and use matrix

(26) Ã = A+ δstI = I − δ(H − stI)
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instead of A at the t-th step. Notice that st only shifts the eigenvalues while not changing the eigenspace.
The shift st is adjusted dynamically to control the number of particles. With such shifts, the full FCIQMC
algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: FCIQMC

Initialization: t = 0 and set initial particles v0.
while Mt ≤ M target, the target population do

// Phase 1: FCIQMC with fixed shift s0
Spawning step: Use algorithm 2a with vt and A+ δs0I to get particle set vsp;
Diagonal death / cloning step: Use algorithm 2b with vt and A+ δs0I to get particle set vdiag;
Annihilation step to get the particle set of the next time step vt+1 = vsp + vdiag;
Update Mt and set t = t+ 1;

end

Set st = s0; // Initialize the dynamic shift

while t < tmax do
// Phase 2: FCIQMC with dynamic shift st
Spawning step: Use algorithm 2a with vt and A+ δstI to get particle set vsp;
Diagonal death / cloning step: Use algorithm 2b with vt and A+ δstI to get particle set vdiag;
Annihilation step: Merge the two set of particles vt+1 = vsp + vdiag;
Update the shift st as

(27) st =




st−q −

η

q

(
lnMt − lnMt−q

)
, if t = 0 (mod q),

st−1, otherwise;

Update Mt and set t = t+ 1;
end

The Algorithm 2 contains two phases for different strategies of choosing the shifts and thus controlling
the particle population. In Phase 1, the shift is fixed to be s0, which is chosen such that |A(i, i)− s0| ≥ 1 for
all i so that the particle number is most likely to grow exponentially till the target population M target. In
the second phase, the shift is dynamically adjusted, so to control the growth of the population by a negative
feedback loop. The target number of population M target is chosen to be sufficiently large that the variance
is small enough to ensure convergence. It plays the role as the ‘complexity’ m in Theorem 1. For the details
of the parameter choices, we refer the readers to the original paper on FCIQMC [4] for details.

Energy Estimator. Several estimators can be used to estimate the smallest eigenvalue of H based on the
FCIQMC Algorithm 2, which is just a linear transformation of the largest eigenvalue λ1 of A. One estimator
is simply the shift st. When the algorithm converges, vt is approximately proportional to the eigenvector
u1. Since st is adjusted to control the number of particles steady, the largest eigenvalue of A + δstI is
approximately 1, hence connecting st with the desired eigenvalue estimate, cf. (26). The other estimator we
will consider is the projected energy estimator

Et =
v⊤∗ Hvt
v⊤∗ vt

.

Here v∗ is some fixed vector, for example the Hartree-Fock state of the system. It is clear that when vt
becomes a good approximation of the eigenvector u1, Et gives a good estimate of the leading eigenvalue.
In the numerical examples, we will focus on the projected energy estimator, since it can be applied to all
algorithms we consider in this work (while shift estimator is unique for FCIQMC, in practice, it gives similar
results compared to the projected energy estimator).

3.1.2. Convergence Analysis. Since FCIQMC can be viewed as an inexact power iteration as in (25), we apply
Theorem 1 to analyze the convergence of FCIQMC. For simplicity, we will focus on the case that the shift
is constantly 0, st = 0, since the shift does not affect the eigenvector which is the main focus of Theorem 1.
The probability distribution in the spawning step ploc(· | lα) is assumed to be uniform distribution over all
the nonzero entries of Ao(:, lα). To avoid some degenerate case, we will assume that each diagonal entry of A
is non-zero and each column of A has more than 2 nonzero entries (so there is at least one possible location
for children particles in the spawning step).
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We now check the three conditions in Assumption 2. The unbiasedness is guaranteed by construction as
discussed above for the FCIQMC algorithm, we have

(28) E (vt+1 | Ft) = Avt,

or equivalently, the error ξt is a martingale difference sequence:

(29) E (ξt+1 | Ft) = 0.

The expectation 2-norm bound is established in the following proposition.

Proposition 3. For the inexact matrix-vector multiplication (25) in FCIQMC Algorithm 2, the error ξt
satisfies

(30) E
(
‖ξt+1‖22 | Ft

)
≤
(

max
1≤k≤n

(‖ak‖0 − 2)‖ao,k‖22 +
1

2

) ‖vt‖21
Mt

,

where ak = A(:, k) is the k-th column vector of A, and ao,k is the k-th column vector of Ao, thus ao,k equals
ak except for the k-th entry ao,k(k) = 0.

Proof. Since each particle evolves independently,

F (A, vt) = F
(
A,

Mt∑

i=1

α
(i)
t

)
=

Mt∑

i=1

F (A,α
(i)
t ).

Moreover F (A,α
(i)
t ) and F (A,α

(j)
t ) are independent for i 6= j conditioned on Ft.

By construction, F (A,α
(i)
t ) is unbiased, i.e.,

E
(
F (A,α

(i)
t )−Aα

(i)
t | Ft

)
= 0.

Therefore,

E (‖ξt+1‖22 | Ft) = E

(∥∥∥∥
Mt∑

i=1

(F (A,α
(i)
t )−Aα

(i)
t )

∥∥∥∥
2

2

| Ft

)

= E

((Mt∑

i=1

F (A,α
(i)
t )−Aα

(i)
t

)⊤(Mt∑

j=1

F (A,α
(j)
t )−Aα

(j)
t

)
| Ft

)

=

Mt∑

i=1

E
(
(F (A,α

(i)
t )−Aα

(i)
t )⊤(F (A,α

(i)
t )−Aα

(i)
t ) | Ft

)

+ 2
∑

1≤i<j≤Mt

E
(
(F (A,α

(i)
t )−Aα

(i)
t )⊤ | Ft

)
E
(
(F (A,α

(j)
t )−Aα

(j)
t ) | Ft

)

=

Mt∑

i=1

E

(∥∥F (A,α
(i)
t )−Aα

(i)
t

∥∥2
2
| Ft

)
.

Hence, it suffices to consider each particle individually. To simplify the notation, without loss of generality,

let us consider a particle with α
(i)
t = ek for some k. Since the spawning and diagonal cloning/death steps

are independent and unbiased, we have the decomposition

E (‖F (A, ek)‖22 | Ft) = E (‖F (Ao, ek)‖22 | Ft) + E (‖F (Ad, ek)‖22 | Ft).

For the spawning step, since Aoek = ao,k, there are ‖ao,k‖0 locations to spawn. Remind that ploc(· | k)
is assumed to be uniform distribution, so each location is chosen with probability 1

‖ao,k‖0
. Following the

Algorithm 2a, we calculate that

F (Ao, ek) =

{
⌊‖ao,k‖0 |ak(j)|⌋ sgn(ak(j))ej , w.p.

(
1−

(
‖ao,k‖0 |ak(j)| − ⌊‖ao,k‖0 |ak(j)|⌋

))
/ ‖ao,k‖0 ,(

⌊‖ao,k‖0 |ak(j)|⌋+ 1
)
sgn(ak(j))ej , w.p.

(
‖ao,k‖0 |ak(j)| − ⌊‖ao,k‖0 |ak(j)|⌋

)
/ ‖ao,k‖0 ,
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for each j such that ao,k(j) 6= 0. Straightforward calculation yields

E ‖F (Ao, ek)−Aoek‖22 = (‖ao,k‖0 − 1) ‖ao,k‖22
+

1

‖ao,k‖0

∑

j, ao,k(j) 6=0

(
‖ao,k‖0 ak(j)− ⌊‖ao,k‖0 ak(j)⌋

)
×

×
(
1−

(
‖ao,k‖0 ak(j)− ⌊‖ao,k‖0 ak(j)⌋

))

≤ (‖ao,k‖0 − 1) ‖ao,k‖22 +
1

4
.

For the diagonal cloning/death step, we have

F (Ad, ek) =

{
⌊|ak(k)|⌋ sgn(ak(k))ek, w.p. 1−

(
|ak(i)| − ⌊|ak(i)|⌋

)
;

(⌊|ak(k)|⌋+ 1) sgn(ak(k))ek, w.p. |ak(i)| − ⌊|ak(i)|⌋.
Therefore

E (‖F (Ad, ek)−Adek‖22 | Ft) =
(
|ak(i)| − ⌊|ak(i)|⌋

)(
1−

(
|ak(i)| − ⌊|ak(i)|⌋

))
≤ 1

4
.

Summing up the contribution from the two steps, we arrive at

E (‖F (A, ek)−Aek‖22 | Ft) ≤ (‖ak‖0 − 2) ‖ao,k‖22 +
1

2
,

where we used ‖ao,k‖0 = ‖ak‖0 − 1. Thus

E (‖F (A, vt)−Avt‖22 | Ft) ≤ Mt

(
max

1≤k≤n
(‖ak‖0 − 2) ‖ao,k‖22 +

1

2

)
.

Since Mt = ‖vt‖1, we can rewrite the above estimate as

E (‖F (A, vt)−Avt‖22 | Ft) ≤
‖vt‖21
Mt

(
max

1≤k≤n
(‖ak‖0 − 2)‖ao,k‖22 +

1

2

)
.

�

Here we emphasize the important role of the annihilation step in FCIQMC reflected in the error analysis
above. Only with the annihilation step is Mt = ‖vt‖1 true, so that the growth of error is controlled as in
the last step of the proof. In general, without annihilation, the error will be exponentially larger as Mt

‖vt‖1

grows exponentially even when vt is close to the eigenvector u1. Suppose vt is approximately u1. Then
vt+1 ≈ λ1vt. Therefore, ‖vt+1‖1 ≈ ‖A‖2‖vt‖1. However for the number of particles Mt without annihilation,
Mt+1 ≈ ‖|A|‖2Mt, where |A| is the entry-wise absolute value of A. To see this, let us denote v+t the vector
represented by all the particles with positive sign and −v−t the vector represented by all the particles with
negative sign. Then vt = v+t − v−t . Denote ṽt = v+t + v−t . Then Mt = ‖ṽt‖1 without annihilation. We can
easily check that ṽt evolves according to ṽt+1 = |A|ṽt. So finally, ṽt will converge to the eigenvector of |A|,
and Mt+1 ≈ ‖|A|‖2Mt. Noticing that ‖A‖2 ≤ ‖|A|‖2 ≤ ‖A‖1, we know Mt

‖vt‖1
grows exponentially at rate

‖|A|‖2

‖A‖2
after convergence. Therefore if the number of particles Mt has an upper bound, which is always true

in practice due to computational resource constraint, ‖vt‖1 will decay to zero exponentially, which means
the algorithm will not converge to the correct eigenvector.

Compared with Assumption 2, we observe that the particle number Mt plays the role of the “complexity”
parameter. The more particles we have, the smaller the error is. We have the following corollary assuming
the particle number is bounded from below by m

Corollary 4. If the particle number satisfies Mt ≥ m for all t,

(31) E (‖F (A, vt)−Avt‖22 | Ft) ≤ Ce
‖A‖21‖vt‖21

m
,

where Ce =
maxk(‖ak‖0 − 2)‖ao,k‖22 + 1

2

‖A‖21
is a parameter scale-invariant of A.
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In summary, FCIQMC satisfies Assumption 2b, as long as the particle number is not too small.

The Assumption 2c, the growth of expectation 1-norm bound, can also be checked easily, since we have

E (‖vt+1‖1 | Ft) = E

(∥∥∥∥F (A,

Mt∑

i=1

α
(i)
t )

∥∥∥∥
1

| Ft

)
= E

(∥∥∥∥
Mt∑

i=1

F (A,α
(i)
t )

∥∥∥∥
1

| Ft

)

≤
Mt∑

i=1

E (‖F (A,α
(i)
t )‖1 | Ft) =

Mt∑

i=1

‖Aα(i)
t ‖1 ≤

Mt∑

i=1

‖A‖1‖α(i)
t ‖1 = ‖A‖1‖vt‖1.

In conclusion, we have verified the assumptions of Theorem 1, and thus it can be applied for the conver-
gence and error analysis of FCIQMC.

3.1.3. Remarks on iFCIQMC. iFCIQMC (initiator FCIQMC) [7] is a modified version of FCIQMC. It can
be viewed as a bias-variance tradeoff strategy to reduce the computational cost and error of the FCIQMC
approach, by restricting the spawning step.

The n locations are divided into two sets: the initiators Li and non-initiators Ln with Li ∩ Ln = ∅,
Li∪Ln = {1, 2, · · · , N}. The rule of iFCIQMC is that for any particle α at a non-initiator location lα ∈ Ln,
it is only allowed to spawn children particles at locations already occupied by some other particles. If α
spawns particles to a location unoccupied, then the children particles are discarded. An exception rule is
that if at least two particles at non-initiator locations spawn children particles with the same sign at one
unoccupied location, then the children particles are kept. There are no restrictions for spawning steps for
particles in initiators. In the case that all the locations are initiators Ln = ∅, iFCIQMC reduces to FCIQMC.

The initiators Li are chosen at the beginning according to some prior knowledge. The initiators are
then updated at each step of iteration. Suppose ni,thre ∈ N is a fixed threshold. As long as the number
of particles at a non-initiator location is greater than the threshold ni,thre, then the location becomes an
initiator. Intuitively, initiators are more important locations for the eigenvector since they are occupied by
many particles. The restrictions on the spawning ability of non-initiators reduce the computational cost
and the variance of the inexact matrix-vector product while only introducing small bias since there are few
particles on non-initiators. Therefore, iFCIQMC can be viewed as a variance control technique for FCIQMC.

3.2. Fast Randomized Iteration. In this section, we provide a numerical analysis based on our general
framework for the convergence of the fast randomized iteration (FRI), recently proposed in the applied
mathematics literature [19], inspired by FCIQMC type algorithms. The basic idea of the FRI method is
to first apply the matrix A on the vector of current iterate, and then employ a stochastic compression
algorithm to reduce the resulting vector to a sparse representation. The original convergence analysis [19]
uses a norm motivated by viewing the vectors as random measures. In comparison, as we have seen in the
proof of Theorem 1, our viewpoint and analysis is closer in spirit to numerical linear algebra, in particular
the standard convergence analysis of power method.

3.2.1. Algorithm Description. The fast randomized iteration (FRI) algorithm is based on a choice of random
compression function Φm : RN → R

N , which maps a full vector v to a sparse vector Φm(v) with approximately
only m nonzero components. The sparsity of Φm(v) reduces the storage cost of the vector and associated
computational cost. To combine FRI with the inexact power iteration, define

(32) Fm(A, vt) = Φm(Avt)

in Algorithm 1a and 1b. The error is ξt+1 = Φm(Avt)−Avt.
Thus the FRI algorithm is completely characterized by the choice of compression function Φm, which

we assume the following properties. These are adaptations of the Assumptions 1 and 2 in the context of a
compression function.

Assumption 3. For any vector v ∈ R
N , the compression function Φm satisfies:

a) Homogeneity: For all c ∈ R,

(33) Φm(cv) = cΦm(v);

b) Unbiasedness

(34) E (Φm(v) | v) = v;
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c) Variance bound. For some constant CΦ independent of m and v,

(35) E (‖Φm(v)− v‖22 | v) ≤ CΦ
‖v‖21
m

;

d) Expectation 1-norm bound

(36) E (‖Φm(v)‖1 | v) = ‖v‖1.
The compression function Φm introduced in [19] is as follows. For a given vector v ∈ R

N , first we sort the
entries as |v(q1)| ≥ |v(q2)| ≥ · · · ≥ |v(qN )|, where q : [N ] → [N ] is a permutation. The compression function
consists of two parts. In the first part, large components of the vector are preserved exactly. Define

τ = max
1≤i≤N

{
i : |v(qi)| ≥

∑N
j=i |v(qj)|

m+ 1− i

}
,

with the convention max{∅} = 0, so 0 ≤ τ ≤ m. The compression function keeps the entries v(qi) for any
1 ≤ i ≤ τ , (

Φm(v)
)
(qi) = v(qi), ∀i ≤ τ.

Note that if ‖v‖0 ≤ m, all components are ‘large’ and Φm(v) = v, the input vector is kept without compres-
sion. The remaining n − τ components are considered ‘small’. Under the compression we only keep a few
entries so the resulting vector Φm(v) has about m nonzero entries, as in Algorithm 3; the details are further
discussed below.

Algorithm 3: FRI - compression function Φm

Input : v ∈ R
N , sparsity parameter m

Output: V = Φm(v) ∈ R
N

// Part 1: Keep large components

B = {1, 2, · · · , N};
s = ‖v‖1;
i′ = argmax

i∈B
|v(i)|;

τ = 0;

while |v(i′)| ≥ s

m− τ
do

V (i′) = v(i′);
s = s− |v(i′)|;
τ = τ + 1;
B = B\{i′};
i′ = argmax

i∈B
|v(i)|;

end

// Part 2: Compress small components

for each i ∈ B do
Generate nonnegative random integer {Ni}, such that

ENi =
m− τ

s
|v(i)|;

V (i) = sgn(v(i))Ni
s

m− τ
;

end

In the second part of Algorithm 3, the set B = {qτ+1, qτ+2, · · · , qN} consists of the indices of all ‘small’
components to be compressed. Note that for the integer random variable Ni, i ∈ B, only its expectation
ENi ∈ (0, 1) is specified, so there is still freedom to choose the probability distribution of {Ni}i∈B. Here we
only discuss independent Bernoulli (which is easy to understand) and systematic sampling (which we use in
the numerical examples) approaches, while other choices are possible. Let us focus on the entries in B and
define v′ ∈ R

n such that v′(i) = v(i)1{i∈B}. It follows that ‖v′‖1 = ‖v‖1 −
∑τ

i=1|v(qi)|.
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For the independent Bernoulli, Ni is independent for each i ∈ B and follows the Bernoulli distribution as

Ni =

{
0, w.p. 1− |v(i)|

‖v′‖1/(m−τ) ;

1, w.p. |v(i)|
‖v′‖1/(m−τ) .

Note that the probability is well defined due to the choice of τ . The number of nonzero components of the
compressed vector is ‖Φm(v)‖0 = τ +

∑
i∈B Ni. From the choice of Ni, E (‖Φm(v)‖0 | v) = m; so m is the

expected sparsity of Φm(v).
Another choice is the systematic sampling [19]: Take a random variable U uniformly distributed in (0, 1).

Then for k = 1, 2, · · · ,m− τ , define

Uk =
U + k − 1

m− τ
.

Given {q′1, q′2, · · · , q′N−τ} any permutation of indices in B, define

Ik = max
1≤i≤N−τ

{
i :

i−1∑

j=1

|v(q′i)| ≤ Uk‖v′‖1 <

i∑

j=1

|v(q′i)|
}
,

then Ni is given by

Ni =

{
1, if i = q′Ik for some k,

0, otherwise.

Notice that by construction, the number of nonzero Nis is exactly m − τ , therefore ‖Φm(v)‖0 = m. The
Nis generated by systematic sampling is obviously correlated as only one random number U drives the
generation. The two approaches will be analyzed in the next section in the framework of inexact power
iteration.

3.2.2. Convergence Analysis. We now apply Theorem 1 to analyze the convergence of the FRI algorithm
with either independent Bernoulli or systematic sampling. Notice that we have the immediate result

Lemma 5. Assumption 3 implies Assumptions 1 and 2.

Therefore it suffices to check Assumption 3 for the compression function Φm. Homogeneity is obvious.
From the construction of Φm, the unbiasedness is guaranteed by the expectation of Nis, no matter which
particular distribution is used for Ni.

(37) E (Φm(v) | v) = v.

The variance bounds are proved in the following lemmas.

Lemma 6. For FRI compression with either independent Bernoulli or systematic sampling,

E (‖Φm(v)− v‖22 | v) ≤ ‖v′‖21
m− τ

≤ ‖v‖21
m

.

Moreover, we have the almost sure bound for systematic sampling,

‖Φm(v)− v‖22 ≤ 2‖v′‖21
m− τ

≤ 2‖v‖21
m

, a.s.

It is not possible to obtain an almost sure bound as above for independent Bernoulli, since for example

it is possible that all the Bernoulli variables are 1, which gives large error ‖Φm(v) − v‖22 ≥ (N−2m+τ)‖v′‖2
1

(m−τ)2 .

This Lemma thus implies the advantage of using the systematic sampling strategy, which in practice gives
smaller variance in general. We will only show numerical results using the systematic sampling strategy in
the numerical examples later.

Proof. Since large components of v are kept exactly by Φm(·), we have

‖Φm(v)− v‖22 =

N∑

i=τ+1

(Φm(v)(qi)− v(qi))
2 =

N∑

i=τ+1

(
(Φm(v)(qi))

2 + v(qi)
2 − 2Φm(v)(qi)v(qi)

)
.
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Take the expectation

E
(
‖Φm(v) − v‖22 | v

)
= E

( N∑

i=τ+1

(Φm(v)(qi))
2 | v

)
+

N∑

i=τ+1

v(qi)
2 − 2

N∑

i=τ+1

v(qi)E (Φm(v)(qi) | v).

Since both independent Bernoulli and systematic sampling are unbiased,

EΦm(v)(qi) = v(qi).

Moreover, because there are
∑N

i=τ+1Ni number of ‖v′‖1

m−τ and n−τ−∑N
i=τ+1 Ni number of 0 in {|Φm(v)(qi)|}i∈B,

we have

E

( N∑

i=τ+1

(Φm(v)(qi))
2 | v

)
= E

(
E

( N∑

i=τ+1

(Φm(v)(qi))
2 |

N∑

i=τ+1

Ni

)
| v
)

=
‖v′‖21

(m− τ)2
E

( N∑

i=τ+1

Ni | v
)
.

For independent Bernoulli, E
(∑N

i=τ+1 Ni | v
)
= m− τ and for systematic sampling,

∑N
i=τ+1 Ni = m− τ , so

E

( N∑

i=τ+1

(Φm(v)(qi))
2 | v

)
=

‖v′‖21
m− τ

.

Finally,

E
(
‖Φm(v)− v‖22 | v

)
=

‖v′‖21
m− τ

− ‖v′‖22 ≤
‖v′‖21
m− τ

.

We now show that ‖v′‖1

m−τ ≤ ‖v‖1

m , which follows from the fact that
∑N

j=i
|v(qj)|

m+1−i is nonincreasing in i for

i ≤ τ . Indeed, recall from the choice of τ that for i ≤ τ , |v(qi)| ≥
∑

N
j=i

|v(qj)|
m+1−i , which is equivalent to

∑N
j=i |v(qj)|

m+ 1− i
≥
∑N

j=i+1 |v(qj)|
m− i

.

Thus, combined with ‖v′‖1 ≤ ‖v‖1, we arrive at

E (‖Φm(v)− v‖22 | v) ≤ ‖v′‖21
m− τ

≤ ‖v‖21
m

.

Next we give the almost sure bound for systematic sampling. Note that if Ni 6= 0 for i ∈ B, since(
Φm(v)

)
(qi) and v(qi) have the same sign, we have

(Φm(v)(qi)− v(qi))
2 ≤ Φm(qi)

2 =
‖v′‖21

(m− τ)2
.

Since there are exactly m− τ nonzero Nis, we can estimate

‖Φm(v) − v‖22 =

N∑

i=τ+1

(
(
Φm(v)

)
(qi)− v(qi))

2

≤
N∑

i=τ+1

v(qi)
21Ni=0 +

(
Φm(v)

)
(qi)

21Ni 6=0

≤ ‖v′‖22 + (m− τ)
‖v′‖21

(m− τ)2

≤ ‖v′‖21
m− τ

+
‖v′‖21
m− τ

=
2‖v′‖21
m− τ

≤ 2‖v‖21
m

.

�

The expectation 1-norm bound can be easily checked from the definition.

Lemma 7. For FRI with independent Bernoulli compression,

E (‖Φm(v)‖1 | v) = ‖v‖1.
For FRI with systematic sampling compression,

‖Φm(v)‖1 = ‖v‖1, a.s.
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Therefore, the compression function Φm satisfies Assumption 3, and thus the convergence follows Theo-
rem 1.

3.2.3. Deterministic compression by hard thresholding. Another way to choose the compression function Φm

is by simple hard thresholding, which means Φm = ΦHT
m keeps the m largest entries (in absolute value)

and drops the remaining ones. Compared to the previously discussed approaches of compression, the hard
thresholding obviously has smaller variance since it is deterministic, as a price to pay, it introduces bias
to the inexact matrix-vector multiplication. The bias-variance tradeoff between hard thresholding and FRI
type algorithm is similar to that between iFCIQMC and FCIQMC.

4. Numerical Results

In this section, we give some numerical tests of the FCIQMC and FRI algorithms, and their variance
iFCIQMC and Hard Thresholding to compare the performance. The numerical problem is to compute the
ground energy of a Hamiltonian H for a quantum system. As discussed before, we define A = I − δH
for δ small so the problem is equivalent to find the largest eigenvalue of A. We will test these methods
with two types of model systems: the 2D fermionic Hubbard model and small chemical molecules under the
full CI discretization. The Hamiltonians for these have the same structure. Each electron lives in a finite
dimensional one-particle Hilbert space. The vectors in the basis set of the one-particle Hilbert space are
called orbitals. The number of orbitals Norb is the dimension of the one-particle space. We denote N elec

the total number of electrons in the system in total. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, there are at most
two electrons with opposite spins in one orbital. In our test examples, we choose the total spin Stot = 0.

Therefore the dimension of the space is
(

Norb

Nelec/2

)2
, neglecting other constraints like symmetry. The dimension

grows exponentially as Norb and N elec grows. Here we summarize the system in our numerical tests in the
Table 1:

System Norb N elec dimension HF energy Ground energy

4× 4 Hubbard 16 10 1.2× 106 -17.7500 -19.5809
Ne, aug-cc-pVDZ 23 10 1.4× 108 -128.4963 -128.7114
H2O, cc-pVDZ 24 10 4.5× 108 -76.0240 -76.2419

Table 1. Test Systems

The exact ground energy of the Hubbard model and Ne are computed using exact power iteration, and
the ground energy of H2O is from the paper [22]. We use HANDE-QMC (http://www.hande.org.uk/),
an open source stochastic quantum chemistry program written in Fortran, for FCIQMC and iFCIQMC
calculation. FRI and HT subroutines are implemented in Fortran based on HANDE-QMC. The Hamiltonian
of the Hubbard model is included in the HANDE-QMC package and the Hamiltonians of Ne and H2O are
calculated using RHF (restricted Hartree Fock) by Psi4 (http://www.psicode.org/), an open source ab
initio electronic structure package. The code to generate the entries of Hamiltonian H is the same for all
four algorithms, so the comparison among algorithms is fair in terms of computational time. The four
algorithms are tested on a computer with 6 Core Xeon CPU at 3.5GHz and 64GB RAM.

Note that our comparison is mostly for illustrative purpose and should not be taken as benchmark tests for
the various algorithms especially for large scale calculations, which would depend on parallel implementation,
hardware infrastructure, etc. On the other hand, even for small problems, the numerical results still offer
some suggestions on further development of inexact power iteration based solvers for many-body quantum
systems.

4.1. Hubbard Model. The Hubbard model is a standard model used in condensed matter physics, which
describes interacting particles on a lattice. In real space, the Hubbard Hamiltonian is

(38) H = −
∑

〈r,r′〉,σ
ĉ†r,σ ĉr′,σ + U

∑

r

n̂r↑n̂r↓,

http://www.hande.org.uk/
http://www.psicode.org/
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where we have scale the hopping parameter to be 1 and so the on-site repulsion parameter U gives the ratio
of interaction strength relative to the kinetic energy. We choose an intermediate interaction strength U = 4
in our test.

In the d dimensional Hubbard Hamiltonian (38), r is a d-dimensional vector representing a site in the
lattice, 〈r, r′〉 means r and r′ are the nearest neighbor, and σ takes values of ↑ and ↓, which is the spin of
the electron. ĉr,σ and ĉ†r,σ are the annihilation and creation operator of electrons at site r with spin σ. They
satisfy the commutation relations

{ĉr,σ, ĉ†r′,σ′} = δr,r′δσ,σ′ , {ĉr,σ, ĉr′,σ′} = 0, and {ĉ†r,σ, ĉ†r′,σ′} = 0,

where {A,B} = AB+BA is the anti-commutator. n̂r,σ is the number operator and defined as n̂r,σ = ĉ†r,σ ĉr,σ.
We will consider Hubbard model on a finite 2D lattice with periodic boundary condition.

When the interaction strength U is small, it is better to work in the momentum space instead of the real
space, since the planewaves are the eigenfunctions of the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian. The annihilation
operator in momentum space is ĉk,σ = 1√

Norb

∑
r e

ik·r ĉr,σ, where k = (k1, k2) is the wave number and Norb

is the total number of orbitals or sites. The Hubbard Hamiltonian in momentum space is then

(39) H =
∑

k,σ

ε(k)nk,σ +
U

Norb

∑

k,p,q

c†p−q,↑c
†
k+q,↓ck,↓cp,↑,

where ε(k) = −2
∑2

i=1 cos(ki).
Written as a matrix, the Hubbard Hamiltonian in the momentum space is just a real symmetric matrix

with diagonal entries ε(k) and off-diagonal either 0 or ± U
Norb . For inexact power iteration, we take A = I−δH

with δ = 0.01. In our numerical test, we will use the projected energy estimator for the smallest eigenvalue
of H ; the projected vector v∗ is chosen to be the Hartree-Fock state. The initial iteration of all methods is
also chosen as the Hartree-Fock state (a vector that only nonzero at the Slater determinant corresponding
to the Hartree-Fock ground state of the system).

Figure 1 plots the error of projected energy of each iteration versus wall-clock time (first 1500 seconds)
for a typical realization. The error is defined as the difference between the projected energy estimate and the
exact ground energy. The complexity parameters of the algorithms are shown in Table 2, which are chosen
such that FRI and FCIQMC use about the same amount of memory (e.g., the particle number in FCIQMC
is roughly equal to the non-zero entries of the matrix-vector product in FRI or HT before compression), and
also chosen so large that all the algorithms converge. The time per iteration listed in Table 2 is averaged
over several realizations and is used in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Convergence of the projected energy with respect to time for System 1, a 4× 4
Hubbard model with 10 electrons, 5 spin up and 5 spin down, and interaction strength
U = 4.
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m ‖Avt‖0 avg. error std. MSE autocorr. compr. error time/iter.(s)

FCIQMC 1.7× 106 - 4.4× 10−4 3.0 × 10−4 2.6× 10−7 14.1 4.6× 10−2 1.1
iFCIQMC 1.7× 106 - 3.2× 10−4 2.2 × 10−4 1.8× 10−7 13.8 2.6× 10−2 0.91

FRI 3.0× 104 9.4× 105 1.2× 10−4 6.1 × 10−5 2.8× 10−8 13.7 1.6× 10−1 3.6
HT 3.0× 104 7.2× 105 1.6× 10−2 - 2.5× 10−4 - 4.5× 10−3 3.5

Table 2. Parameters and numerical results for 4 × 4 Hubbard Model with 10 electrons, 5
spin up and 5 spin down, and interaction strength U = 4.

As shown in Figure 1, all four algorithms converge to result close to the exact eigenvalue and the estimated
value from each iteration stays around the eigenvalue for a long time. FCIQMC and iFCIQMC take much
less time to converge, thanks to their much lower-cost inexact matrix-vector multiplication compared to FRI
and HT, but the variance is also larger. In terms of iteration number, the convergence of the four algorithms
is similar, which can be understood from our analysis since it is the same eigenvalue gap of the Hamiltonian
that drives the convergence. As we mentioned already, per iteration, the FCIQMC and iFCIQMC is much
cheaper in comparison. The reason is that FRI and HT need to access all nonzero elements of A for each
column associated with a non-zero entry in the current iterate (for multiplying A with the sparse vector),
while FCIQMC and iFCIQMC just need to randomly pick some, without accessing the others. The number
of non-zero entries per role is large and accessing elements of A is quite expensive for FCI type problems.
More quantitatively, we see in Table 2 that for a sparse vector of 3 × 104 non-zero entries in FRI, after
multiplication by A before compression, the number of non-zero entries increases to roughly 106. Thus for
this problem, on average, each column has about 40 nonzero entries that FRI needs to access, while FCIQMC
algorithm only needs access of few entries after the random choice.

After convergence, the projected energy of FCIQMC and iFCIQMC fluctuate around the exact ground
state energy. Although iFCIQMC is biased, the bias is not large for the current problem, while the variance is
smaller than FCIQMC. So iFCIQMC is an effective strategy for bias-variance trade-off. The projected energy
of FRI also varies around the true energy, and the variance is much smaller than FCIQMC or iFCIQMC.
HT is deterministic and the projected energy shows no variance. However the bias is also quite visible.

We can average the projected energy over the path to get a better estimate. The variance of the estimator
will decay to zero as we include longer time period in the average. Thus, due to unbiasedness, the error of
FCIQMC and FRI can be made smaller if we run for long enough. In Table 2, we give more quantitative
comparison of the results of the algorithms. The quantities in the table are defined as below

avg. error
1

w

i0+w−1∑

i=i0

|Ei − Etrue|

std.

√√√√ 1

w − 1

i0+w−1∑

i=i0

(
Ei −

1

w

i0+w−1∑

j=i0

Ei

)2√1 + 2τauto
W

MSE avg. error2 + std.2

compr. error
1

w

i0+w−1∑

i=i0

‖ξt+1‖2
‖Avt‖2

Here Etrue is the true ground energy obtained by exact power iteration, i0 is a burn-in parameter and w is
the window size of the average. For FCIQMC and iFCIQMC, w = 1600 and i0 = 2400. For FRI and HT,
w = 400 and i0 = 600. The numerical tests show that the quantities above are insensitive to the choice of w
and i0, as long as the algorithms indeed converge after i0 steps and the window size w is not too small. τauto
is the integrated autocorrelation time and W is the number of iterations averaged. The std. is short for the

standard deviation of the sample mean Ē(W ) defined as Ē(W ) = 1
W

∑i0+W−1
i=i0

Ei. Since the time cost per

iteration of different algorithms is quite different, to make a fair comparison, we take W = 10000
time per iter. for

each algorithm. It gives the standard error of the sample mean if we run each algorithm for 10000 seconds
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after convergence. The mean square error (MSE) is simply defined to incorporate the variance and bias
together.
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Figure 2. 4 × 4 Hubbard model. (left) Relative compression error ‖ξt+1‖2/‖Avt‖2 as a
function of iteration steps; (right) Angle between the iterate and the exact ground state
tan θ(vt, u1)

To further obtain insights of the interplay between the error per step of inexact power iteration and the
convergence, we plot in Figure 2 the relative compression error and the tangent of the angle between vt
and the exact eigenvector u1. We observe that that FRI and HT reach convergence after about 100 steps
and FCIQMC and iFCIQMC converge after about 350 steps; the more steps of FCIQMC and iFCIQMC
are related with the first phase of the algorithm where the particle number is exponentially growing. This
can be seen from Figure 2(left) as the huge error growth of the initial stage of the iterations. Only when
the particle number reaches a certain level, the compression error becomes small and the power iteration
convergence kicks in.

After convergence, FRI has the largest compression error and HT has the smallest. The compression
error of iFCIQMC is also smaller than the one of FCIQMC. It is reasonable since HT and iFCIQMC reduce
variance and thus compression error compared with the fully stochastic FRI and FCIQMC. As shown in
Figure 2, in this example with the parameter choice, FCIQMC has smaller compression error than FRI; and
the larger the compression error is, the further vt is away from the true eigenvector u1. This agrees with the
theoretical results we obtain in Theorem 1, because tan θ(vt, u1) is controlled by the error ξt at each step.

We remark that the tan θ(vt, u1) error measure does not directly translate to the error of the projected
energy estimator using say the Hartree-Fock state. In fact, we observe in Figure 1 and Table 2 that per
iteration, the projected energy estimated by FRI is smaller than FCIQMC and iFCIQMC. As an explanation,
in our parameter regime, the exact ground state has a large overlap with the Hartree-Fock state, so in FRI,
that component is kept unchanged in the compression, while for FCIQMC and iFCIQMC, the stochastic
error is more uniformly distributed over all the entries. This behavior seems more problem dependent though,
as we will see in the chemical molecular examples that the MSE of FRI become comparable with FCIQMC.

4.2. Molecules. We also tested the four algorithms for some molecule examples. The FCI Hamiltonian is
obtained by a Hartree-Fock calculations in a chosen chemical basis (for single-particle Hilbert space), such
as cc-PVDZ. We choose Ne and H2O at equilibrium geometry as examples, which is described in Table 1.
The time step is taken as δ = 0.01.

The convergence of projected energy error versus wall-clock time is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4
respectively. The parameter choice of the algorithms and more quantitative comparison are shown in Table 3
and Table 4. The four algorithms also work well for molecule systems. The convergence behavior is similar
to the Hubbard case.

The complexity parameter m needed to achieve convergence depends on the system. The ratio m/N of Ne
is smaller than H2O. The time cost of FRI and HT is much larger than FCIQMC and iFCIQMC, because
they require the exact matrix-vector multiplication Avt, which is still expensive although vt is sparse. Unlike
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the Hubbard case where FRI gives much smaller error, the MSE of FRI is similar to FCIQMC and iFCIQMC
in these cases.
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Figure 3. Convergence of the projected energy with respect to time for Ne in aug-cc-pVDZ basis

m ‖Avt‖0 avg. error std. MSE autocorr. time/iter.(s)

FCIQMC 1.8× 106 - 1.1× 10−4 3.8× 10−5 1.8× 10−8 12.4 1.5
iFCIQMC 1.8× 106 - 7.7× 10−5 2.4× 10−5 9.6× 10−9 15.3 1.1

FRI 1.0× 104 7.9× 106 8.0× 10−5 4.8× 10−5 1.1× 10−8 12.3 11.6
HT 1.0× 104 3.3× 106 1.7× 10−3 - 2.8× 10−6 - 7.9

Table 3. Comparison of algorithms for Ne in aug-cc-pVDZ basis
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Figure 4. Convergence of the projected energy with respect to time for H2O in cc-pVDZ basis
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m ‖Avt‖0 avg. error std. MSE autocorr. time/iter.(s)

FCIQMC 6.0× 107 - 4.1× 10−5 1.7× 10−4 2.1× 10−9 25.6 54.1
iFCIQMC 6.0× 107 - 1.4× 10−5 5.3× 10−5 2.7× 10−10 119 36.6

FRI 1.2× 105 1.6× 108 2.2× 10−5 1.2× 10−4 8.9× 10−10 12.8 379.3
HT 1.2× 105 3.4× 107 1.1× 10−3 - 1.2× 10−6 - 227.0

Table 4. Comparison of algorithms for H2O in cc-pVDZ basis

In summary, the numerical examples show that the FCIQMC, FRI and their variants can achieve con-
vergence using much less memory and computational time compared to the standard power iteration. The
stochastic algorithms FCIQMC, iFCIQMC and FRI give better estimates than the deterministic method
HT in general. The numerical test also points out directions to further improve these inexact power itera-
tions, including variance and memory cost reduction of the inexact matrix-vector multiplication and efficient
parallel implementation to overcome the memory bottleneck. These will be leaved for future works.
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